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calls "Old Rinkrank." The two form a unique, unlikely friendship
while working to escape. Alethea Kontis's take on this classic
Grimms' fairy tale is a dark, yet optimistic story of magic, mystery,
and love.
Kissing Max Holden Katy Upperman 2017-08-01 Equal parts
swoonworthy romance and deeply aﬀecting family drama, this
debut novel about the boy next door turned super hot bad boy will
have readers hooked from the very ﬁrst kiss. After his father’s
stroke, Max Holden isn't himself. As his long-time friend, Jillian
Eldridge only wants to help, but she doesn't know how. When Max
climbs through her window one night, Jill knows she shouldn't let
him kiss her. But she can’t resist, and when they're caught in the
act by her dad, Jill swears it'll never happen again. Because kissing
Max Holden is a terrible idea. With a new baby sibling on the way,
her parents ﬁghting all the time, and her dream of culinary school
suddenly up in the air, Jill starts spending more and more time
with Max. And even though her father disapproves and Max still
has a girlfriend, not kissing Max is easier said than done. Will Jill
follow her heart, and allow their friendship to blossom into
something more, or will she listen to her head and stop kissing
Max Holden once and for all? Chosen by readers like you for
Macmillan's young adult imprint Swoon Reads, Katy Upperman’s
debut novel Kissing Max Holden skillfully navigates the tenuous
territory of bad inﬂuences, good friends, and complicated families.
Praise for Kissing Max Holden: "It's equal parts sweet and spicy."
—Jessica Love, author of In Real Life “Wonderfully written and
swoony.” —Miranda Kenneally, author of Catching Jordan “Sarah
Dessen fans rejoice—you are going to love Kissing Max Holden!”
—Lisa Schroeder, author of Chasing Brooklyn
Diary of a Mad Scientist Garden Gnome Alethea Kontis 2015-08-22
"In a world where monsters and fairies roam the backyard, one
gnome seeks to save his true love from an experiment gone
terribly awry! You will ﬁnd within the pages of this book the diary
entries of one Dr. Harry Gnome, mad scientist. Here there be sock
monkeys. You have been warned." One crazy spring, NY Times
bestselling author Alethea Kontis and Eisner Award winning artist
Janet K. Lee created an illustrated twitter serial about Dr. Harry
Gnome, a pint-sized mad scientist with the luck of Victor
Frankenstein. Dr. Gnome's diary is chock full of rabbits, ray guns,
zombies, and sock monkeys. Before there were Dapper Men and
Fairy Godmothers, there was Harry Gnome.
The Simi's ABCs Sherrilyn Kenyon 2017-12-19 A is for Akri, and B
is for…barbecue! Learn the Alphabet Simi-style! Join everyone’s
favorite adorable little demon from Sherrilyn Kenyon’s DarkHunters® as she explores the alphabet in her own unique and
colorful way in this delightful new children’s book. Simi is one of
the most recognized and adored characters from Kenyon’s Nick
Chronicles® and Dark-Hunters®. Now you can join her for a
thrilling adventure unlike any other as she explores the world of
Dark-Hunter® while learning her alphabet. This picture book
showcases the imaginative artwork of the Dabel Brothers and the
artist Juno, and features all your most beloved Dark-Hunter®
characters, including Acheron, Menyara, Nick, and even some of
the villains. Menyons of all ages will be enchanted by this brilliant
new look into the Dark-Hunters® universe. It’s the Simi book fans
have been clamoring for, and one they can enjoy with their kids
for generations to come!
Mirrored Alex Flinn 2016-09-13 In #1 New York Times bestselling
author Alex Flinn’s modern and mysterious YA retelling of “Snow
White,” beauty is in the eye of the beholder and true love doesn’t
necessarily mean Prince Charming. Celine’s life is the stuﬀ fairy
tales are made of. She’s beautiful, talented, and brave.
Unfortunately, her tale comes complete with a wicked stepmother!

Seventeen Against the Dealer Cynthia Voigt 2013-02-19 Do
you have to lose everything to see what truly matters? Find out in
the seventh and ﬁnal installment of Cynthia Voigt’s Tillerman
cycle. Dicey Tillerman has big dreams. She’s started a
boatbuilding business, and she’s determined to prove she can
succeed on her own. That’s why she resists the oﬀer of help from
Cisco, the mysterious stranger who turns up one day at her shop.
But running a business doesn’t leave much time for the people
Dicey treasures—her grandmother, her younger siblings, and her
boyfriend, Jeﬀ. Then it turns out that Dicey has placed her trust
with the wrong person. Suddenly she stands to lose
everything....Has Dicey discovered too late what really matters to
her? Cynthia Voigt deftly navigates nuances of identity and
resilience in this triumphant conclusion to her acclaimed Tillerman
cycle.
Enchanted Alethea Kontis 2012-01-01 When Sunday Woodcutter,
the youngest sibling to sisters named for the other six days of the
week, kisses an enchanted frog, he transforms back into Rumbold,
the crown prince of Arilland--a man Sunday's family despises.
Villainous Matthew Cody 2015-10-13 "Fourteen-year-old Daniel
and his friends battle the Nobles of the new Noble Academy and
attempt to defeat the Shroud once and for all"-The Lost Ones: An AFK Novel (Bendy #2) Adrienne Kress
2021-12-07 An all-new oﬃcial, original novel from the twisted
world of the hit horror video game, Bendy! Atlantic City, 1946. Bill,
Constance and Brant can’t help but feel like they are missing out
on life. Bill craves an existence outside of his father’s inﬂuence.
Brant is willing to play a dangerous game to further his career and
make a name for himself. Constance yearns for the freedom to be
herself and do exactly what she loves. What these three teens
don’t know is that their desires will lead them all to a dark secret.
Something inky just came to town in the form of a curious
machine and a visit from a man named Joey Drew. When
mysterious ink stains begin permeating their lives, will these teens
investigate and risk it all in the process? And what of the monster
lurking in the shadows? Read and ﬁnd out in this chilling sequel to
Dreams Come to Life by Adrienne Kress!
Poison Bridget Zinn 2013-03-12 Sixteen-year-old Kyra, a highlyskilled potions master, is the only one who knows her kingdom is
on the verge of destruction???which means she''s the only one
who can save it. Faced with no other choice, Kyra decides to do
what she does best: poison the kingdom''s future ruler, who also
happens to be her former best friend. But, for the ﬁrst time ever,
her poisoned dart???misses. Now a fugitive instead of a hero, Kyra
is caught in a game of hide-and-seek with the king''s army and her
potioner ex-boyfriend, Hal. At least she''s not alone. She''s armed
with her vital potions, a too-cute pig, and Fred, the charming
adventurer she can''t stop thinking about. Kyra is determined to
get herself a second chance (at murder), but will she be able to
ﬁnd and defeat the princess before Hal and the army ﬁnd her?
Kyra is not your typical murderer, and she''s certainly no damselin-distress???she''s the lovable and quick-witted hero of this
romantic novel that has all the right ingredients to make teen girls
swoon.
Trixter Alethea Kontis 2017-05-18
Once Upon A Kiss Sarra Cannon 2017-01-30
AlphaOops! H is for Halloween Alethea Kontis 2010 While putting
on a Halloween pageant, the alphabet mixes things up with some
spooky, and funny, results.
The Glass Mountain Alethea Kontis 2018-01-30 On the way to
her wedding, brave and clever Princess Sabine falls into a Glass
Mountain, where she is trapped with a crotchety, smelly man she
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When Violet steps into Celine’s life, everything changes and weird
things begin to happen to her—bizarre accidents, strange
illnesses, and rabid animal attacks. Celine doesn’t feel safe
anywhere. It’s almost as if some hateful witch is out to get her.
And there is. Violet has been waiting all her life to have Celine’s
father to herself. Getting rid of his gorgeous daughter is child’s
play for a witch as powerful as she is. Happy-ever-after isn’t
enough for Violet. She wants to be the fairest of them all, and
Celine is in the way . . . but not for long. Forced to take refuge with
her friend Goose and his family, Celine gives up everything she
loves and goes deep undercover. But will it be enough to fool
Violet or will Celine’s fate be decided by a reﬂection in a magic
mirror? And where do you ﬁnd Prince Charming in Miami anyway?
Mirrored is a modern retelling of “Snow White”—told from the
points of view of Violet, Celine, and Goose—with all the magic and
mystery readers will love.
Dearest Alethea Kontis 2015-02-03 A companion to Enchanted and
Hero weaves in themes from such feathered fairy tales as "The
Wild Swans" and "The Goose Girl" to relate the experiences of a
loving seamstress who seeks to break a magical curse.
Simultaneous eBook. 25,000 ﬁrst printing.
Hero Alethea Kontis 2013 Saturday Woodcutter accidentally
conjures an ocean in the backyard and, with sword in tow, sets sail
on a pirate ship, only to ﬁnd herself kidnapped and held captive by
a mountain witch with the power to destroy the world.
The Secret Princess Melanie Cellier 2020-05-22 Princess Giselle is
leading her ﬁrst royal delegation, but everything goes wrong. With
her rank and authority stripped away, she's left with only a gaggle
of geese. In this reimagining of the classic fairy tale, The Goose
Girl, the wronged princess must win a deadly game of identities
with the fate of kingdoms at stake.
Alphaoops! Alethea Kontis 2012-07-10 For use in schools and
libraries only. Tired of being last when the alphabet family lines
up, Z demands equality and causes an uproar among the other
letters--with chaotic and amusing results!
Out of Hiding: A Holocaust Survivor’s Journey to America (With a
Foreword by Alan Gratz) Ruth Gruener 2020-10-20 With a foreword
by Alan Gratz, New York Times bestselling author of Refugee. Ruth
Gruener was a hidden child during the Holocaust. At the end of the
war, she and her parents were overjoyed to be free. But their
struggles as displaced people had just begun.In war-ravaged
Europe, they waited for paperwork for a chance to come to
America. Once they arrived in Brooklyn, they began to build a new
life, but spoke little English. Ruth started at a new school and tried
to make friends -- but continued to ﬁght nightmares and
ﬂashbacks of her time during World War II.The family's
perseverance is a classic story of the American dream, but also
illustrates the diﬃculties that millions of immigrants face in the
aftermath of trauma.This is a gripping and human account of a
survivor's journey forward with timely connections to refugee and
immigrant experiences worldwide today.
Tales of Arilland Alethea Kontis 2015-07-22 In the fairy tale
realm of Arilland, stories are told at children's bedsides--and not
the stories you think you know. Tales of Arilland is a collection of
fairy tales, presented in the magical topsy-turvy way that only
Alethea Kontis can do. Discover the story of Bluebeard's ﬁrst wife
("Blood From Stone"), what really happened to Snow White in
those dark woods ("The Unicorn Hunter"), how dangerous the
Little Mermaid might have been ("Blood and Water"), and just how
far Little Red Riding Hood was willing to go ("Hero Worship").
Included in this collection is "Sunday," the original novelette that
inspired the award-winning novel Enchanted, as well as "The
Cursed Prince," the previously untold history of Prince Rumbold of
Arilland...and more. Woodcutter enthusiasts will rejoice at this
opportunity to delve into the secret worlds beyond Kontis's
intricately woven fantasy novels. If you are not a fan yet, you will
be!
Hero Alethea Kontis 2013-10-01 Rough-and-tumble Saturday
Woodcutter thinks she's the only one of her sisters without any
magic—until the day she accidentally conjures an ocean in the
backyard. With her sword in tow, Saturday sets sail on a pirate
ship, only to ﬁnd herself kidnapped and whisked oﬀ to the top of
the world. Is Saturday powerful enough to kill the mountain witch
who holds her captive and save the world from sure destruction?
And, as she wonders grumpily, "Did romance have to be part of
dearest-woodcutter-sisters-3-alethea-kontis

the adventure?" As in Enchanted, readers will revel in the
fragments of fairy tales that embellish this action-packed story of
adventure and, yes, romance.
Before Tomorrowland Jeﬀ Jensen 2015-04-07 Based on the
spellbinding world of the Walt Disney Studios ﬁlm, Tomorrowland,
this original prequel novel unlocks a place of unfathomable
science and technology and the famous people behind it. The year
is 1939. A secret society of extraordinary geniuses is about to
share an incredible discovery with the world. A misguided enemy-half man, half machine--will stop at nothing to prevent the group
from giving this forbidden knowledge to humanity. And a mother
and son on vacation in New York City are handed a comic book
infused with a secret code that will lead them straight into the
crossﬁres of the conspiracy. Don't forget to download the FREE
comic book companion, The Secret History of the World of
Tomorrowland!
Bendy Adrienne Kress 2021-12-02 Coming soon Keep an eye on
this spot for more details
The Dark-Hunter Companion Sherrilyn Kenyon 2009-03-01
Dark-Hunters are immortal warriors who have traded their soul to
Artemis for one moment of vengeance on their enemies. In return,
they swear to spend eternity protecting mankind from the
daimons and vampires that prey on them.' Sherrilyn Kenyon's
Dark-Hunter Companion is essential reading for anyone who has
recently made that once-in-a-life-time deal with Artemis. Packed
with insider knowledge and secrets mankind are rarely privy to,
it's also a valuable guide to the Dark-Hunter series for lesser
mortals. It includes a Dark-Hunter directory, a handy reference
guide to Dark-Hunter and Greek mythology, useful tips on dealing
with daimons and squires, lessons in conversational Greek and
Atlantean; there's even a section on how to handle unexpected
visits from ancient gods...The companion also includes a brand
new short story from every Dark-Hunter's favourite writer
Sherrilyn Kenyon.
The Wild Swans Hans Christian Andersen 1986 Eleven brothers,
turned into wild swans by an evil stepmother, are saved by the
sacriﬁces of their beautiful sister, Elise.
Alex, Approximately Jenn Bennett 2017-04-04 Seventeen-year-old
Bailey moves to California to live with her father and, perhaps,
ﬁnally meet an online friend and fellow ﬁlm buﬀ, but soon ﬁnds
herself attracted to an annoying co-worker.
Finding God's Will for You St Francis De Sales 1998 Discover the
particular plan God has for your life. Learn what God's will is and
how He reveals it in even the seemingly random events of your
life. You'll see why you should love and trust in God's will, and
you'll learn a sure method for discovering God's will in any
situation.
Searching for Someday Jennifer Probst 2013-11-26 From “one
of the most exciting breakout novelists” (USA TODAY) comes the
ﬁrst novel in an irresistible new series—a spin-oﬀ of the bestselling
Marriage to a Billionaire series—featuring a matchmaker who falls
for a man who doesn’t believe in love. First in a sizzling new series
from Jennifer Probst, the USA Today bestselling author adored for
her “fresh, fun, and sexy” (Romancing the Book) storytelling! In
charming Verily, New York, Kate Seymour has a smashing success
with Kinnections, the matchmaking service she owns with her two
best girlfriends. But Kate’s more than a savvy businesswoman:
She’s gifted with a secret power, a jolting touch that signals when
love’s magic is at work. It rocked her when she picked up a
strange volume of love spells in the town’s used bookstore . . . and
it zapped her again when she encountered Slade Montgomery, the
hot-tempered— and hot-bodied—divorce lawyer who storms into
Kinnections demanding proof that playing Cupid won’t destroy his
vulnerable sister, Kate’s newest client. The only way to convince
this cynic that she’s no fraud, and that love is no mirage, is for
Kate to meet his audacious challenge: ﬁnd him his dream woman.
Can Kate keep their relationship strictly business when her
electrifying attraction nearly knocked her oﬀ her feet? Or has the
matchmaker ﬁnally met her match?
Powerless Matthew Cody 2009-10-27 Superheroes soar in this
promising debut—and they’re kids! Twelve-year-old Daniel, the
new kid in town, soon learns the truth about his nice—but
odd—new friends: one can ﬂy, another can turn invisible, yet
another controls electricity. Incredible. The superkids use their
powers to secretly do good in the town, but they’re haunted by the
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fact that the moment they turn thirteen, their abilities will
disappear—along with any memory that they ever had them. Is a
memory-stealing supervillain sapping their powers? The answers
lie in a long-ago meteor strike, a World War II–era comic book
(Fantastic Futures, starring the ﬁrst superhero, Johnny Noble), the
green-ﬂamed Witch Fire, a hidden Shroud cave, and—possibly,
unbelievably—“powerless” regular-kid Daniel himself. Superhero
kids meet comic book mystery in this action-ﬁlled debut about the
true meaning of a hero.
Ash & Bramble Sarah Prineas 2015-09-15 The tale of Cinderella
has been retold countless times. But what you know is not the true
story. Sarah Prineas’s bold fairy-tale retelling is a dark and
captivating world where swords are more ﬁtting than slippers,
young shoemakers are just as striking as princes, and a heroine is
more than ready to rescue herself before the clock strikes
midnight. Pin has no recollection of who she is or how she got to
the Godmother’s fortress. She only knows that she is a
Seamstress, working day in and out to make ball gowns ﬁt for fairy
tales. But she longs to forsake her backbreaking servitude and
dares to escape with the brave young Shoemaker. Pin isn’t free for
long before she’s captured again and forced to live the new life
the Godmother chooses for her—a fairy-tale story, complete with a
charming prince—instead of ﬁnding her own happily ever after.
When the glass slipper just doesn’t ﬁt . . .
Trix and the Faerie Queen Alethea Kontis 2016-03-01 Aided by a
gilded companion, her ghost-cat godfather, a blind brownie, and a
sister or two, Trix Woodcutter must journey into the depths of
Faerie to restore order and free the fey magic before the
imbalance destroys the world.
What-the-Dickens Gregory Maguire 2010-04-06 A terrible storm
is raging, and ten-year-old Dinah is huddled by candlelight with
her brother, sister, and cousin Gage, who is telling a very unusual
tale. It’s the story of What-the-Dickens, a newly hatched orphan
creature who ﬁnds he has an attraction to teeth, a crush on a cat
named McCavity, and a penchant for getting into trouble. One day
he happens upon a feisty girl skibberee who is working as an
Agent of Change -- trading coins for teeth -- and learns that there
is a dutiful tribe of skibbereen (call them tooth fairies) to which he
hopes to belong. As his tale of discovery unfolds, however, both
What-the- Dickens and Dinah come to see that the world is both
richer and less sure than they ever imagined.
Orson Scott Card's InterGalactic Medicine Show Edmund R.
Schubert 2009-11-30 Bestselling writer Orson Scott Card founded
the online magazine Intergalactic Medicine Show in 2006. It has
been a big success, drawing submissions from well-known sf and
fantasy writers, as well as fostering some amazing new talents.
This collection contains some of the best of those stories from the
past year. There is ﬁction from David Farber, Tim Pratt, and David
Lubar among others, also four new Ender's Game universe stories
by Card himself. This collection is sure to appeal to Card's fans,
and be a great ambassador to them for these other talented
writers. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Dearest Alethea Kontis 2015-02-03 “A mashup of the original
seven swan brothers fairy tale, ingeniously woven with new twists”
from the bestselling author of Enchanted and Hero (VOYA). The
Woodcutter sisters (named after the days of the week) return for
more charming adventures. In this delightful third book, Alethea
Kontis weaves together some ﬁne-feathered fairy tales to focus on
Friday Woodcutter, the kind and loving seamstress. When Friday
stumbles upon seven sleeping brothers in her sister Sunday’s
palace, she takes one look at Tristan and knows he’s her future.
But the brothers are cursed to be swans by day. Can Friday’s
unique magic somehow break the spell? “Magical adventure,
occasional humor, and moments of gentle romance make this a
good choice for younger to mid-teens. Enchanted, Hero, and now
Dearest will be at home in most libraries.”—School Library Journal
“If you’re looking for something fun and whimsical set in the
framework of a fairy tale, look no further than an Alethea Kontis
novel. Kontis excels at mixing together tales and making them
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work together. Her books are always a delight, and Dearest is no
exception.”—A Backwards Story “With her trademark wit and
clever world building, this will easily appeal to fans of the series as
well as readers who love fractured fairy tales.”—Booklist
Beware that Girl Teresa Toten 2017-01-12 For fans of Gossip Girl
and Pretty Little Liars comes a tense thriller of secrets, lies and
obsession. Kate O'Brien has always been known as the scholarship
kid, running away from a terrible past and overcoming obstacles,
some more sinister than others. She's determined to make a
better life for herself. She deserves it. And at the elite Waverly
school, Kate is willing to do whatever it takes to climb the social
ladder and land her spot at Yale. There's one girl in particular who
catches Kate's eye. Olivia Michelle Sumner, all born blonde and
rich and just messed up enough for Kate to latch on to. As for
Olivia, she's a damaged girl, looking to be mended. She ﬁnds
something promising in Kate. A study buddy. A best friend. A sister
she never had. But even a vulnerable girl like Olivia has her own
dark past to contend with. When the handsome and whip-smart
Mark Redkin joins the Waverly administration, he manages to woo
the whole student body, paying particular attention to Olivia - an
aﬀair she very much wants to keep to herself, especially from
Kate. And as a man who knows just how to get what he wants,
Kate realises that Mark poses a huge threat, in more ways than
she is willing to admit. A deeply twisted YA novel that will have
you guessing until the very last line.
Libriomancer Jim C. Hines 2014-03-06 Isaac Vainio is a
Libriomancer, a member of a secret society founded ﬁve centuries
ago by Johannes Gutenberg. As such, he is gifted with the magical
ability to reach into books and draw forth objects. But when
Gutenberg vanishes without a trace, Isaac ﬁnds himself pitted
against everything from vampires to a sinister, nameless foe who
is bent on revealing magic to the world at large... and at any cost.
A Well-Timed Enchantment Vivian Vande Velde 2006-06-01 It's
bad enough that Deanna has to waste her summer in France and
her only friend is a mangy black cat, but now she's staring
hopelessly into a well, trying to ﬁgure out what in the world to
wish for. Before she can make a wish, the cat scratches her, her
watch falls into the well, and then . . . so has she! Except that now
she's in medieval France, the cat is a handsome young man, and
her watch has the power to completely change history. Maybe a
quiet summer would have been nice?
The Lost Kingdom of Bamarre Gail Carson Levine 2017-05-02
In this compelling and thought-provoking fantasy set in the world
of The Two Princesses of Bamarre, Newbery Honor-winning author
Gail Carson Levine introduces a spirited heroine who must
overcome deeply rooted prejudice—including her own—to heal her
broken country. Peregrine strives to live up to the ideal of her
people, the Latki—and to impress her parents: aﬀectionate Lord
Tove, who despises only the Bamarre, and stern Lady Klausine.
Perry runs the fastest, speaks her mind, and doesn’t give much
thought to the castle’s Bamarre servants, whom she knows to be
weak and cowardly. But just as she’s about to join her father on
the front lines, she is visited by the fairy Halina, who reveals that
Perry isn’t Latki-born. She is Bamarre. The fairy issues a daunting
challenge: against the Lakti power, Perry must free her people
from tyranny.
The Sin Eater's Daughter Melinda Salisbury 2015-02-05 Twylla has
a gift - or a curse. She can kill with a single touch. Now she's the
court executioner, compelled to do the queen's bidding - and
marry the prince. But when she meets a rebellious guard, Twylla
starts to question everything she's been told...
Drowned Ammet Diana Wynne Jones 2003-02-06 When his
protest against the tyrannical government fails, a young boy
escapes, with two other children, to the mysterious Holy Islands
where they learn the power of two folk ﬁgures celebrated by their
countrymen.
The Princess and the Bear Mette Ivie Harrison 2009-04-28 In
the follow-up to The Princess and the Hound, a hound who was
once a princess and a bear who was once a king travel back in
time to save a kingdom and ﬁnd their human selves.
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